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Abstract. Log statements present in the source code provide important information about program execution which is helpful in several
software development activities such as remote issue resolution, debugging, and load testing. However, log statements have a trade-oﬀ between
cost and beneﬁt and hence it is important to optimize the number of
log statements in the source code. Previous studies show that optimizing
log statements in the source code is a non-trivial activity and software
developers often face diﬃculty in it. Several previous studies empirically
analyze log statement and propose models for logging prediction. However, there are gaps in the literature which our study aims to address.
In this work, we aim to build tools and techniques which can help developers in optimizing the number of log statements in the source code. In
order to do so, we ﬁrst start by performing a survey of software developers from open-source projects. We then analyze properties of logged
and non-logged code constructs at multiple levels. Using inputs from our
empirical analysis we then propose machine learning based models for
within-project catch-blocks and if-blocks logging prediction. We extend
this study for cross-project logging prediction using ensemble based machine learning techniques. Our initial results are encouraging and show
the possibility of making a robust machine learning based logging prediction tool for Java projects.
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1

Problem statement and its importance

Logging is a software development practice that is performed by inserting log
statements in the source code. Log statements are used to record execution information about the program. For example, Listing 1.1 shows a try/catch block
taken from the Tomcat project. This catch-block consists of a log statement
which records the information about login failure. This recorded log can be used
by the software developers at the time of debugging, in a case of login failure.
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Log statements are customizable and provide feature for verbosity level modiﬁcation. Hence, logging is a better alternative to commonly used print statements
for debugging. In a survey performed by Fu et al. [4], 96% of the survey respondents agreed that log statements are important in system maintenance and
development. In addition to debugging [20], logging is useful several other software development activities such as remote issue resolution [1] and load testing
[6, 7].
Listing 1.1: Example of a try/catch-block code snippet from the Tomcat project
try{
lc=new LoginContext(getLoginConfigName());
lc.login();
}catch(LoginException e)
{
log.error(sm.getString( spnegoAuthenticator.serviceLoginFail ),e);
response.sendError(HttpServletResponse.SC_INTERNAL_SERVER_ERROR);
return false;
}

Fig. 1: Illustration of ﬁve step study objective to improve logging in open-source
Java projects
Log statements are beneﬁcial but they have trade-oﬀ between cost and beneﬁt
[4, 22]. Logging is an I/O intensive activity and hence excess of log statements
in the source code can cause performance overhead to the system. For example, excessive or unnecessary logging is considered as one of the top 5 reasons
for performance bottlenecks in .NET applications [5]. In addition, excess of log
statements can generate too many trivial logs and can make debugging harder.
Similar to excess logging sparse logging is also not good. Sparse logging can miss
important debugging information and can potentially make debugging harder.
Shang et al. [17] reported a case of a user who was complaining about less logging of catch-blocks in Hadoop project. Hence, it is important to optimize the
number of log statements in the source code.
Previous research shows that optimizing log statements in the source code
is a non-trivial task and software developers often face diﬃculty in it [4, 22]. In
a survey by Zhu et al. [22], 68% of the participants said that they face logging
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diﬃculties. Optimized source code logging is particularly challenging for OSS
because source code logging is often based on domain knowledge & experience of
software developers. Contribution to OSS is voluntary and hence, such domain
knowledge is seldom documented in the real world. A study by Levesque [13]
shows that OSS lack documentation. In addition to this, ﬁnding mentors in OSS
is a challenging task. Due to which source code becomes challenging for new
OSS developers. We believe that automated tools and techniques that can aid
OSS developers in logging can be beneﬁcial in improving both OSS product and
process. New OSS developers can get guidance about source code logging at
the times of coding which will improve the quality of OSS product. Similarly,
automated logging checking tool can be run before every commit or release which
can generate warnings about code constructs that need to be logged and hence
will improve the OSS process.
Several recent studies work on empirically analyzing and predicting log statements in the source code for C# projects [4, 22]. These studies show that logged
and non-logged code constructs have diﬀerentiating properties for C# projects.
For example, Fu et al. [4] reported that catch-blocks consisting of ‘FileNotFoundException’ and the corresponding try-block consisting of the keyword
‘delete’ are often not logged. However, there does not exists any large scale &
focused study which analyze properties of logged and non-logged code constructs
for Java projects. Previous studies show that machine learning based models can
be beneﬁcial in predicting logged code constructs and propose machine learning based logging prediction models for C# projects [4, 22]. At present, there
is no machine learning based model for logging prediction on Java projects. In
addition to this, cross-project logging prediction is relatively unexplored yet.
Logging prediction models for Java code constructs can be beneﬁcial to the software developers because Java is one of the widely used programing language [2].
Therefore, my dissertation explore following:
“Analyzing logged and non-logged code constructs to build machine learning
based logging prediction model for Java project”.
To address the above, this work is broadly divided into ﬁve parts i.e, Research
Objectives (RO’s), also illustrated in Figure 1:
– RO 1: Analysis of open-source developers opinion towards source code logging on Java projects.
– RO 2: Perform a large-scale and in-depth study of logged and non-logged
code constructs for Java projects.
– RO 3: Build a machine learning based within-project logging prediction
model for Java projects.
– RO 4: Analysis of machine learning based logging prediction models for
cross-project logging prediction for Java projects.
– RO 5: Build an ensemble of classiﬁer based cross-project logging prediction
model for Java projects.
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Literature shows that currently there is no in-depth study on logged code constructs analysis or prediction for Java projects (refer to section 2). To address
this gap, in RO 1, we ﬁrst perform a survey of open-source developers to identify
their opinion about logging on Java projects. The outcome of the survey reveals
that software developers face diﬃculty in source code logging in Java project. We
believe that automated tools and techniques that can aid software developers in
source code logging can be beneﬁcial. Hence, we propose machine learning based
logging prediction models. The main challenge in machine learning based logging
prediction is the identiﬁcation of good features for training the machine learning
model. To identify these features, in RO 2, we perform a large scale, focused and
two-level empirical analysis of logged and non-logged Java code constructs. A
code construct is consider as logged if it consists of at least one log statement
otherwise it is considered as non-logged. This study reveal that there are several
distinguishing features of logged and non-logged code constructs. Using some
of the ﬁndings of our empirical study, in RO 3, we propose machine learning
based logging prediction model for catch-blocks and if-blocks logging prediction
model. We start by catch-blocks and if-blocks because they are one of the most
frequent logged code snippets [14]. Empirical study of these machine learning
based models show that they are eﬀective in within-project (i.e., when training
and testing data is from the same project) logging prediction. The performance
of these models was not tested for cross-project (i.e., when training data and
testing data are from the diﬀerent projects) logging prediction. Hence, in RO 4,
we analyze performance of several classiﬁers for cross-project logging prediction.
The analysis reveals that diﬀerent classiﬁers are complementary to each other
for the task of cross-project catch-blocks logging prediction. Using this ﬁnding,
in RO 5, we propose an ensemble of classiﬁer based approach for cross-project
catch-blocks logging prediction. This thesis provides a comprehensive study of
source code logging with respect to Java projects. Following are the main scientiﬁc and technical contributions made by this thesis:
Scientiﬁc Contribution: In the literature, there are studies on logged and
non-logged code constructs only for C\C++\C# projects. This thesis ﬁlls this
signiﬁcant research gap and perform in-depth study of logging in Java code
constructs. The survey of open source developers indicates a need towards logging prediction tool for Java code constructs. The empirical study reveals the
presence of distinguishing properties among logged and non-logged Java code
constructs. This study propose machine learning based logging prediction models for catch-blocks and if-blocks logging. Analysis of these models on two Java
projects reveals that machine learning based logging prediction models are eﬀective in logged code construct prediction for Java projects. This study performs
comprehensive analysis of several machine learning classiﬁers for cross-project
catch-blocks logging prediction and show the eﬀectiveness of using ensemble of
classiﬁer based approach for cross-project catch-blocks logging prediction.
Technical Contribution: This thesis have proposed several conceptual models
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for logging prediction Java project. LogOpt [12] and LogOptPlus [11] models
proposed in this thesis are useful for within-project catch-blocks and if-blocks
logging prediction for Java projects. ECLogger [9] models proposed in this thesis is useful in improving the performance of cross-project catch-blocks logging
prediction performance of Java projects.

2
2.1

Related Work
Empirical Analysis of Log statements

Fu et al. [4] analyze 100 randomly selected log statements from two closedsource systems (written in C#). They categories the log statements in ﬁve categories: assertion-check, return-value-check, exception, execution points, logicbranch and observing-point logging. They further perform detailed study of 70
non-logged catch-blocks and ﬁnd reasons of not-logging. Several other studies
analyze diﬀerent aspect of logs. Yuan et al. [19] analyze 250 randomly sampled
bug reports from ﬁve large C/C++ projects to ﬁnd eﬃcacy of logs for debugging. They report that most of the failures can not be diagnosed using existing
logs. In another study, Yuan et al. [20] analyze four open source projects written
in C/C++. They investigate amount of eﬀort that software developers spend on
modifying existing log statements. Shang et al. [16] analyze logs and report that
log statements are often modiﬁed without considering the underlying application
that use logs, and hence, log modiﬁcation often results in break of functionality
in log processing applications.
As the literature shows, currently there is no large scale & in-depth study of
logged and non-logged code constructs for Java projects. Hence, as part of this
work, we ﬁrst perform a survey of software developers from open-source Java
projects. In order to know their opinion about logging in Java projects (refer
to section 3.1). We then perform, a two level, in-depth, and large scale study of
logged and non-logged code constructs for open-source Java projects (refer to
section 3.2).
2.2

Logged Code Construct Prediction

Several prior studies focus on improving logging statements in the code. Yuan
et al. [21] propose LogEnhancer tool to enhance the content of log statements
by adding causally-related information to improve failure diagnosis. Enhancing
content of log statements is important but it does not consider cases of code
snippets which are not logged. Yuan et al. [19] propose ErrorLog tool to log
all the generic exceptions in C# code. This study shows the ﬁrst steps towards
automated logging but logging all the generic exceptions can cause too many
log statements. Fu et al. [4] show the uses of machine learning based model
for logging prediction. Zhu et al. [22] extended the study performed by Fu et
al. and propose, LogAdviosr, an improved machine learning based model for
logging prediction on C# projects. While there have been studies on machine
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learning based logging prediction for C# projects, there has been no research
study which focuses on logging prediction on Java projects. Hence, in this work
we propose two machine learning based models for catch-blocks and if-blocks
logging prediction for Java projects (refer to section 3.3).

2.3

Cross-project logging prediction

Cross-project logging prediction is important, as in real world there are many
new or small projects. These projects do not have the suﬃcient amount of prior
data to train the machine learning model. In such cases, it is important to
train the prediction model from other large and long live projects. Cross-project
prediction have been explored in detail for other software development activities
such as defect prediction [15] and build co-change [18] prediction. However, crossproject logging prediction is relatively unexplored yet. Zhu et al. [22] perform an
experiment related to cross-project logging prediction. They report that performance of cross-project logging prediction is degraded considerably as compared
to within-project logging prediction. In this work, we perform in-depth analysis of several machine learning algorithms for cross-project catch-blocks logging
prediction (refer to section 3.4) and also propose an ensemble of classiﬁer based
approach to improve cross-project logging prediction performance (refer to section 3.5).

3

Approach

In the following subsections, we give brief detail about each RO. We discuss
motivation, research questions (RQ’s), and approach used to answer these RQ’s.

3.1

RO 1: Survey of Open-source Software Developers

We conduct a cross-sectional survey of developers from several open-source
projects. We create a survey using SurveyMonkey 3 website and create a web
link to it. We sent an email with the link to our survey to the project mailing
lists (for example: chromium-dev@chromium.org) of Google Chromium, Apache
OpenOﬃce, Apache Tomcat, Geronimo and Presto projects. Our survey consists
of ﬁve mandatory questions. Table 2 lists all the ﬁve survey questions. In this
survey, we ask software developers about their opinion towards source code logging. For example, we ask questions related to ‘frequency of log churning, ‘log
verbosity level assignment’, and ‘what & where to log ?’. We believe that inputs
from practitioners are needed to inform our research on logging.
3

https://www.surveymonkey.com/
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3.2

RO 2: Empirical Analysis of Logged and Non-logged Code
Constructs

We perform two level -high level (ﬁle level) and low level (catch-block) levelanalysis of logged and non-logged code on Java projects. We perform statisticalanalysis of logged and non-logged ﬁles and answer three RQ’s. First, we analyze
the distribution of logged ﬁles in total ﬁles. Second, we analyze the complexity
of logged and non-logged ﬁles. We use Source Lines of Code (SLOC) of a ﬁle
as a measure of complexity for logged and non-logged ﬁles. Third, we analyze
co-relation between ﬁle complexity and its log statement count.
We perform statistical-analysis of logged and non-logged catch-blocks and
answer ﬁve RQ’s. First, we analyze complexity of try-blocks associated with
logged and non-logged catch-blocks. We measure complexity using three parameters: SLOC, number of arithmetic operators, and number of functions called in
try-blocks. Second, we analyze logging ratio of all the exception types. Third,
we analyze the contribution of all the exception types in total catch-blocks and
in logged catch-blocks. Fourth, we identify top-20 exception types and compare
their logging ratios across the projects. Fifth, we analyze whether a single tryblock can have both logged and non-logged catch-blocks or not. We use LDA
to perform content-analysis of try-blocks associated with logged and nonlogged catch-blocks. We perform content analysis to ﬁnd whether try-blocks
associated with logged and non-logged catch-blocks consists of diﬀerent topics
on not. LDA is a popular topic modeling technique, but currently there is no
study which analyzes topics present in try-blocks associated with logged and
non-logged catch-blocks.
We perform two level analysis to explore whether logged and non-logged code
constructs have diﬀerentiating properties at both the levels or not. Multi-level
analysis is useful in feature identiﬁcation phase of logging prediction tools. As
it gives insights about which part of the source code is more useful for feature
extraction for training the logging prediction model.
3.3

RO 3: With-in Project Logging Prediction

We use ﬁndings from our previous work [10] for feature set identiﬁcation. We
extract 46 and 28 distinguishing features for catch-blocks and if-blocks logging
prediction. We categories each features based on its domain, type and class. Domain, identiﬁes the part of source code from where the feature is extracted. Type,
identiﬁes whether the feature is boolean, numeric or textual. Class, identiﬁes
whether the feature is positive or negative. We extract features from diﬀerent
domains, as our previous study show that both high level and low level code
construct show diﬀerentiating properties towards logged and non-logged code
constructs. Using these features we propose two machine learning based models:
LogOpt [12] and LogOptPlus [11]. LogOpt for catch-blocks and LogOptPlus
for if-blocks logging prediction for Java projects. In this work, we answer two
RQ’s: ﬁrst, we analyze properties of all the proposed features, second, we analyze the performance of the proposed machine learning models for the task of
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logging prediction. This work serves as a ﬁrst step towards machine learning
based catch-blocks and if-blocks logging prediction for Java projects.

Table 1: Experimental Dataset Details
Type
Tomcat CloudStack
Hadoop
Version
8.0.9
4.3.0
2.7.1
No. of Java File
2036
5350
6331
Total Catch-Blocks
3279
8077
7947
Logged Catch-Blocks
887 (27%) 2792(34.56%) 2078(26.14%)
Distinct Exception Types
119
163
265
Total If-Blocks
16991
65392
32143
Logged If-Blocks
1423 (8.37%) 5653 (8.64%) 3407 (10.60%)

3.4

RO 4: Cross-project Logging Prediction Analysis

Cross-project logging prediction is a relatively unexplored area. Hence, as a ﬁrst
step toward cross-project logging prediction, we perform a large scale study of
cross-project catch-block logging prediction on Java projects. We explore eﬀectiveness of nine machine learning classiﬁers for cross-project catch-blocks logging
prediction. We carefully select algorithms belonging to diﬀerent domains such
as probabilistic, decision tree etc. We answer several RQ’s. We ﬁrst compare
performances of diﬀerent machine learning algorithms for within-project and
cross-project logging prediction. We then analyze performance of algorithm with
respect to diﬀerent parameters in order to identify whether they provide complementary information or not and ﬁnally compare the performances of singleproject and multi-project training models. The output of this analysis is beneﬁcial for building a robust cross-project logging prediction model.
3.5

RO 5: Ensemble Based Cross-project Logging Prediction

During cross-project model building, we face two main challenges. First, nonuniform distribution of numerical attributes, second, vocabulary mis-match problem. In order to address these challenges, we perform standardization of the
attributes and also propose uses of ensemble based learning. Ensemble based
learning is useful in improving the accuracy of base machine learning algorithms
but their eﬀectiveness with respect to cross-project logging prediction is unexplored yet. As a ﬁrst step towards eﬀective cross-project logging prediction, we
propose ECLogger, a novel ensemble based model for cross-project catch-blocks
logging prediction. ECLogger uses 9 base machine learning algorithms and three
ensemble techniques. We create 8 ECloggerbagging models, by applying bagging
on 8 base machine learning algorithms. We create 466 ECLoggerAverageV ote models by applying average vote ensemble technique on every possible combination
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of base machine learning algorithms, using group of 3-9 algorithms at a time.
Similarly, we create 466 ECLoggerM ajorityV ote models using majority vote ensemble technique. In this work, we answer two RQ’s. First, we compare the
performances of baseline machine learning classiﬁers with the ECLogger classiﬁer for cross-project catch-blocks logging prediction individually for each source
and target project pair. Second, we compare the performance of baseline machine learning classiﬁers with ECLogger classiﬁers for cross-project catch-blocks
logging prediction average on all source and target project pairs. We believe that
this work serves as a ﬁrst step towards improving cross-project logging prediction
performance for Java projects.

4

Results

In this section, we give brief detail about the experimental dataset used for this
study and the metrics used for prediction model evaluation. We then present
results obtained for each RO.
4.1

Experimental Dataset

We select three large open-source projects from Apache Software Foundation
(ASF) for evaluation: Tomcat, CloudStack, and Hadoop. Apache Tomcat is a web
server that implements Java EE speciﬁcations like Java Servlet, Java Sever Pages
and Java EL. CloudStack provides public, private, and hybrid cloud solutions.
CloudStack provides a highly available and scalable Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) cloud computing platform for deployment and management of networks
of virtual machines. Hadoop is a framework that enables distributed processing
of large datasetset. Table 1 shows details of the experimental dataset. All the
three projects used in our study are long lived Java projects having several years
(≈ 7 to 17 year) of history. Table 1 shows that all three projects have several
thousands of SLOC. Tomcat, CloudStack and Hadoop have been previously used
by the research community for logging and other studies [3][8][17][23].
4.2

Metrics

In this subsection, we describe the performance metrics used to evaluate the
eﬀectiveness of the prediction models. At the time of prediction, we count the
total number of logged code constructs predicted as logged (Cl→l ), logged code
constructs falsely predicted as non-logged (Cl→n ), non-logged code constructs
predicted as non-logged (Cn→n ), and non-logged code constructs predicted and
logged (Cn→l ). Using these 4 values, we compute the following metrics:
Logged P recision (LP ) =

Logged Recall (LR) =
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Cl→l
× 100
Cl→l + Cn→l

Cl→l
× 100
Cl→l + Cl→n

(1)

(2)

Logged F − measure (LF ) =

Accuracy (ACC) =

2 × LP × LR
× 100
LP + LR

Cl→l + Cn→n
× 100
Cl→l + Cl→n + Cn→n + Cn→l

(3)

(4)

Area under the ROC curve (RA): RA measures the likelihood that a positive class instance is given a high likelihood score compared to a negative class
instance. RA can take any value in the range 0 to 1, higher the better.

Table 2: Results of survey performed on software developers from open-source
projects
Q1 How many years of experience do you have in software development?
Less than 1 year (0%) Between 1 and 5 years (25.53%) More than 5 years (76.47% )
Q2 Do you believe where and what to log is subjective?
Strongly Disagree (11.76% ) Disagree (11.76% ) Neutral (17.65% ) Agree (47.06%)
Strongly Agree (11.76%)
Q3 Fatal, Debug, Error and Info are various log levels. Do you believe assigning
right verbosity level for a give case is challenging and developers make mistakes
in verbosity level assignment?
Strongly Disagree (0%) Disagree (17.65%) Neutral (25.53%) Agree (25.53%)
Strongly Agree (35.29%)
Q4 Do you believe a static code or program analysis tool or checker which can guide
a developer in recommending where to log and which log level to use will be
useful?
Strongly Disagree (05.88%) Disagree (35.29%) Neutral (25.53%) Agree (29.41%)
Strongly Agree (05.88%)
Q5 In your experience, the modiﬁcation and churn of logging code is:
Rare (47.06%) Between Rare and Common (35.29%) Common (17.65%)

4.3

RO 1: Survey of Open-source Software Developers

We received a total of 17 responses of the survey. Among the 17 respondents
more than 75% of the respondents have more than 5 years of experience in
software development. Questions 2-4 are Likert questionnaire items in which the
respondents specify their level of agreement or disagreement (ordinal variable) on
a symmetric agree-disagree scale consisting of 5 choices. 60% of the respondents
believe that where and what to log is subjective. 60% of the respondents believe
that assigning right verbosity level for a given case is challenging and developers
make mistakes in verbosity level assignment. 15% of the developers responded
that in their experience, the modiﬁcation and churn of logging code are common.
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For Question 4, we conduct a Chi-Squared Test (non-parametric test) to test the
goodness of ﬁt between an expected frequency distribution (equal distribution
between agree and disagree) and the observed frequency distribution. In the
statistical signiﬁcance testing, we get the p-value as 0.78. Since the p-value is
greater than 0.1, we have no presumption against the null hypothesis (that a
static code or program analysis tool or checker which can guide a developer
in recommending where to log and which log level to use will be useful). The
results of the survey reveal that more than 33% of the respondents believe that
a checker to assist developers in automated logging can be useful.
Software developers face challenges in source code logging and logging
prediction tools can be beneﬁcial.

4.4

RO 2: Empirical Analysis of Logged and Non-logged Code
Constructs

We answer all the 9 research questions related to two level empirical analysis of
logged and non-logged code constructs by conducting experiments on Tomcat,
CloudStack, and Hadoop project (refer to Table 1). Our statistical-analysis
of ﬁles shows that very less percentage of ﬁles are logged. For example, only
14.9% of ﬁles are logged in Tomcat project. Our analysis reveals that SLOC
of logged ﬁles is considerably higher as compared to non-logged ﬁles and there
exists a positive correlation between SLOC of a ﬁle and its log statement count.
However, we notice presence of some very large non-logged ﬁles. The manual
analysis reveals that these ﬁles are tool generated and hence do not consist
of any log statements. Statistical-analysis of try-blocks show that for some
projects try-blocks associated with logged catch-blocks have higher complexity
as compared to that of non-logged catch-blocks. Our analysis reveals that few
try-blocks i.e., ≤1.5%, consists of both logged and non-logged catch-blocks. We
also observe that logging ratio of exception types is project speciﬁc. For example,
exception type ‘IOException’, has logging ratio of 37.25%, 66.81%, and 27.72%
for Tomcat, CloudStack, and Hadoop project, respectively. Content-analysis
of try-blocks associated with logged and non-logged catch-blocks revels presence
of diﬀerent topics. For example, ‘thread.sleep’ topic is present in the non-logged
catch-blocks of Tomcat project. Manual analysis reveals that in 84 occurrences
of ‘thread.sleep’ it occurred 71 times in try-blocks associated with non-logged
catch-blocks. More details on two level empirical analysis of logged and nonlogged code constructs can be found in our published work [10].
Empirical analysis reveals presence of diﬀerent features in logged and
non-logged code constructs at both the levels.
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Table 3: LF for catch-blocks and if-blocks logging prediction using RF classiﬁer
Model
Type
Tomcat CloudStack
LogOpt Catch-blocks 85.50%
93.4%
LogOptPlus If-blocks
80.70%
92.25%

4.5

RO 3: With-in Project Logging Prediction

We empirically analyze all the proposed Boolean & numeric features and evaluate LogOpt and LogOpt models with ﬁve machine learning algorithms on two
datasets (Tomcat and CloudStack). Results show that Random Forest (RF) classiﬁer give the highest LF for both catch-blocks and if-blocks logging prediction
for both the projects. RF classiﬁer gives the highest LF of 93.4% and 92.25% for
catch-blocks and if-blocks logging prediction (refer to Table 3). For both catchblocks and if-blocks model gives the better results on CloudStack project. We
analyze some of the exception types in both Tomcat and CloudStack project.
Our analysis reveals the there are certain exception types in CloudStack project
which are heavily non-logged. We believe that this is the reason for model performing better on the CloudStack project as compared to the Tomcat project
for catch-blocks logging prediction. More details on logged code constructs prediction can be found in our published work [12] and [11].
Machine learning based models are eﬀective in catch-blocks and if-blocks
logging prediction on Java projects.

4.6

RO 4: Cross-project Logging Prediction Analysis

We conduct our cross-project experiments on all the three projects (Tomcat,
CloudStack, and Hadoop). We create six source & target project pairs by considering one project as source project and other two projects as target project
(one at a time). Results show that performance of machine learning algorithms
degraded considerably for cross-project catch-blocks logging prediction. We notice upto 6.37% to 18.05% drop in performance of machine learning algorithms
for cross-project prediction as compared to within-project logging prediction. We
also notice that performance of single-project and multi-project training models is similar. However, we notice that diﬀerent classiﬁers are complementary to
each other. For example, for CloudStack→Tomact project pair, ADTree algorithm gives the highest LP, ACC and RA values, whereas BN gives the highest
LF. Hence, combination of diﬀerent machine learning algorithms can be useful in
improving cross-project catch-blocks logging prediction performance. More details on cross-project logging prediction analysis can be found in our published
work [9].
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Diﬀerent classiﬁers provide complementary information and hence ensemble based approach can be eﬀective in improving the cross-project
catch-blocks logging prediction performance.

4.7

RO 5: Ensemble Based Cross-project Logging Prediction

We evaluate performances of ECLogger models on all the three projects (Tomcat,
CloudStack, and Hadoop). For each source and target project pair, we report the
ECLogger model giving the best results. We observe that ensemble based models
are eﬀective in improving the cross-project catch-blocks logging prediction performances. Results show that average vote based ECLogger model performs the
best and give highest results (both individual as well as average performance)
as compared to the baseline classiﬁer. Average vote model gives the highest
improvement of 3.12% (average LF) and 6.08% (average ACC). Overall, we observe that CloudStack project is more generalizable as compared to the Tomcat
and the Hadoop project for cross-project catch-block logging prediction. Manual analysis reveals that CloudStack project provide support for both Tomcat
and Hadoop projects and hence gives better results for cross-project prediction.
More details on ensemble based cross-project logging prediction can be found in
our published work [9].
Ensemble based model is eﬀective in improving the cross-project catchblocks logging prediction performance.

5

Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss various threats to validity to this work.
5.1

External Validity

External validity refers to the generalization of the results. In our work, we
investigate three open source Java projects which have diﬀerent domains and
sizes. However, the results may not be generalizable to other types of project
such as closed source or projects written in other programming languages as
diﬀerent projects may have diﬀerent logging practices.
5.2

Construct Validity

The construct threat refers to how we identify log statements in the source code.
We create 26 regular expressions to ﬁnd all the log statements. The manual
inspection reveals that we identify all the types of log statements. However,
there is still a possibility that we missed some types of log statements.
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5.3

Internal Validity

Threat to internal validity refers to the error in our code and bias in sampling.
We have double checked our code to remove errors from our code. To mitigate
the sampling bias in training and testing dataset split creation, we create 10
training and testing dataset and report the average results.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This work aims towards analysis and prediction of log statements on Java projects.
We start by performing a survey of software developers from open-source projects.
Results of the survey revel that developers face challenges in logging. Now in order to provide software developers with better logging mechanism, we perform an
in-depth, focused, and two level empirical study of logged and non-logged code
constructs. Preliminary results show distinguishing features between logged and
non-logged code constructs which can be helpful in predicting logged code constructs. Using inputs from our empirical study we propose machine learning
based models for catch-blocks and if-blocks logging prediction on Java projects.
Initial results show that both the models are eﬀective for within-project logging prediction. We analyze performance of this catch-block logging prediction
mode for cross-project logging prediction. Our results reveal that performance of
model degrades considerable for cross-project logging prediction as compared to
within-project logging prediction. We then propose an ensemble based approach
to improve cross-project catch-block logging prediction performance. Results
show that ensemble based approach is eﬀective in improving cross-project logging prediction performance. Our initial results are encouraging but much work
yet remains to improve within-project and cross-project logging prediction performance. In future, we plan to extend the current work for other types of code
constructs such as while loops, switch statements. ECLogger model proposed
in this thesis is used for cross-project logging prediction only for catch-blocks.
Hence, can be extended to other types of code constructs such as if-block. We
plan to extend this work for other language such as C#, Python. We also plan
to study the evolution of log statements over the lifetime of projects.
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